From
Director
Education &
Founder
Principal’s desk
05 April 2021
Greetings !

Commitment is the
first step towards
turning dreams into
reality.
Dr. Jyothi Reddy

Dear Parent,
Namaste!
Looking back on the year 2020-21, it is immensely gratifying to
see how far we have come. It is a good time to reflect on what
we have achieved and look forward to an even more successful
2021-22. Firstly, I thank you all for your continued support for
the school throughout the year. It has been overwhelming to
receive emails appreciating the school and the teachers for the
relentless efforts made to ensure uninterrupted learning and
socio-emotional growth of the students despite the prevalent
circumstances. It was endearing to see parents’ emotions
pouring in appreciating the quality of academics that we upheld
even in the virtual mode.
Without us working together we couldn’t have achieved so
much. Sustaining the high standard of learning engagements
and a wider exposure will now be a focus for us for the next
academic year.
As we look to the next academic year, I extend a warm welcome
to all the new students and their families starting their journey
at TSUS, Hyderabad. We at TSUS, Hyderabad are committed to
preparing our students for tomorrow's world, empowering our
young learners to shape the world they want to live in. I am
delighted that teaching and learning were overwhelmingly seen
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as the things we do best. I thank you for the encouraging
attendance and heart-warming feedback during the recent Open
Day.
My heartfelt gratitude to parents who congratulated me on my
recent promotion as Director Education. I thank the
management for the continued trust in me and seek your
support and collaboration to help TSUS, Hyderabad scale newer
heights.
We are a young school, yet, we have left no stone unturned in
bringing in state of the art initiatives to enrich students’ learning
experiences. In the academic year 2021-22, we are stepping into
the 5th year of operations.
We started as a school with a strength of 300 and in 5 years we
are proud to stand tall amongst the leading schools of
Hyderabad. Our school has countless achievements and
accomplishments,
right
from
the
inception
year.
I take this platform to give due credit to the vision of the
Management, expertise and mentorship of the leadership team,
dedication of the entire staff, and support of Shri Parents that
contributed to this accomplishment. It is for your enthusiasm,
support and dedication that has brought us to this height.
We are also grateful to all our stakeholders who trusted in us,
encouraged us through challenges and provided timely and
qualitative feedback that has pushed us to go ahead and
improve consistently. A series of engagements to commemorate
and celebrate the incredible journey will be planned throughout
the year.
It is our steadfast endeavour to create opportunities and provide
varied platforms to our students for a wholesome learning
experience. Listed below are some of the proposed initiatives for
AY 2021-22.


Climate Action Conference – Interschool National
Conference



ASSET for all



Rotary Interact Club – Leadership Program



Artificial Intelligence as a Skill Based Subject
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Entrepreneurship by Metamorphosis.



Acharya Devo Bhava



Signature event - All about Grit & Sustenance



What Lies beneath the Iceberg? Series of Stories



Integration of UN Sustainable Development Goals with
learning engagements



STEAM Academy – Dr. Jaya Raman

While we bring in new ways of enriching students learning, we
shall continue with the existing best practices 

Differentiated Teaching



Diagnostic Tests and Action Plan based on Asset



Bridge the Gap capsule in April



Supportive Instruction Department



Periodic Reviews with an Action Plan & Close
monitoring and follow up on the action plan by the
subject teacher



Exposure to Extempore, Debates and Declamations



Engaging students in well-planned open-ended tasks

With much hope and positivity, I urge all students and parents
to continue to be prudent and cautious at all times. The rise in
number of Covid cases calls for strict adherence to all necessary
protocols.
We at TSUS are at all times tuned and abreast of the situation
around us. We understand the significance of physical school for
students and are geared up with all required safety measures in
place and closely watching the government directives. We
eagerly await to have students back on campus to infuse life
back into the empty building and hallways.
“All good things start with a dream. The dream becomes a
vision. The vision becomes a plan. The plan becomes a reality”.
– Anonymus
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A calendar comprising of student art works from the year 202021 has also been shared with you as a souvenir. It is a creative
attempt by the art department to commemorate the year goneby.
We have compiled the journey of 2020-21 in the form of videos.
I am sure you all will enjoy watching the year-long journeys of
different segments.
With the determination to turn dreams into reality, I welcome
you all into the new academic session.
Regards,
Jyothi Reddy
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